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	Server side WebSocket protocol implementation in Java.



        GNU WebSocket4J is a WebSocket protocol (http://www.whatwg.org/specs/web-socket-protocol/) implementation in Java.  It allows you to build Web applications that interact with applications running in a JVM.  GNU WebSocket4J implements both server and client side of the protocol, so it can be used to build both WebSocket servers and clients.
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              	Version control system:
	Bazaar



              	Programming languages:
	

    Java

  






            

          


          



          


          


        


        
          
  All bugs
    Latest bugs reported


  	
      Bug #981468: chrome and firefox compatibility
      

        Reported
        on 2012-04-14
      
    
	
      Bug #674342: remain case sensitive of http header name and value,and expose headers as getter
      

        Reported
        on 2010-11-12
      
    
	
      Bug #619741: no utf-8 support for the received message
      

        Reported
        on 2010-08-18
      
    
	
      Bug #613095: client generated keys are too simple
      

        Reported
        on 2010-08-03
      
    
	
      Bug #609800: Server socket doesn't work when client sends cookies
      

        Reported
        on 2010-07-25
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    Latest version is v1.3
  


  	
      websocket4j...-1.3.tar.gz
    
	
      websocket4j...-1.3.tar.gz
    
	
      websocket4j-1.3.tar.gz
    
	
      websocket4j-1.3.jar
    



  
    released
    on 2010-09-24
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          GNU WebSocket4J version 1.3 released
          on 2010-09-24
          
 GNU WebSocket4J is a WebSocket protocol implementation in Java.

You can find...
        

      
	
        
          
          WebSocket4J v1.2 ready
          on 2010-08-04
          
 New features include implementation of the client side of the protocol, abili...
        
      
	
        
          
          Client side web sockets ready for testing
          on 2010-08-02
          
 Today code implementing client side of the web socket protocol was committed....
        
      
	
        
          
          Version 1.1 released
          on 2010-08-01
          
 WebSocket4J-v1.1 is ready!  This release fixes crashes when client was sendin...
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